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CMS Amsterdam - Interior design for a Law Firm in a characteristic high-rise at the Zuidas

Client CMS Amsterdam l Locatie Atrium, Parnassusweg 737, 1077 DG Amsterdam l 
Interior architecture Fokkema & Partners Architecten. l Building architecture MVSA | 
Building Atrium (renovation of a 1970’s building complex and extension with two towers) l 
Program office l Square 6.000 m2 l Start design Juni 2015 l Delivery November 2017 l 
Photography Sebastian van Damme, Ruben Visser, Suitable Images

CMS Amsterdam
Subtle curves and a high grade of transparency on a warm, natural base characterize 
the interior design for this international law firm. Fokkema & Partners Architecten joined 
the outspoken and transparent building architecture by MVSA, with an elegant and 
warm interior for the law firm. The office is set on the top 6 floors of a new tower at 
the Zuidas in Amsterdam, with a generous lobby at the base. However transparent, it 
offers a profound sense of privacy and comfort for clients and employees thanks to the 
organization of the program. 

Following the building’s characteristics, all interior walls have rounded corners. This 
way the glazed walls of the workspaces make a fluid line through the building. 
Archives and storage are designed as bespoke furniture, wrapping the building cores. 
It makes powerful and warm gesture, meanwhile defining all spaces around it. The 
materialization has a weathered, rusty look, complementary to the copper colored 
design of the façade with brass detailing. In the interior, clear lines and refined details 
for the bespoke furniture are fortified by the lighting design and make a balanced and 
integrated whole.

Clients are received on the top floor with a far-reaching view over Amsterdam. It offers 
a spacious lobby area and a variation in meeting rooms. A light natural stone floor 
with integrated brass lines subtly contrast with the wrapping of the building cores 
materialized with vintage leather. The core is crowned with a radiant golden coloured 
“ribbon” to accentuate the generous height while also making the office a characteristic 
landmark at night. 
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a hybrid working concept 
 
The law firm chose a chose a hybrid working concept with open and closed working 
places. At the heart of the office floors the open kitchens and touch-down workspaces 
are situated. All other working places are electrically adjustable in height. To guaranty 
the transparency of the hybrid office concept it was chosen to place the most dynamic 
parts of the archives and storage beside the entrances to the lifts. Thanks to this 
approach, functions which do not require daylight are grouped at the center of the 
floors, optimizing the space alongside the façade for the workplaces. 

The floors are interconnected with open stairs in the winter gardens. On the 12th and 
13th floor, a connection of the floors through a winter garden was missing. Fokkema & 
Partners introduced an additional staircase starting from the open space library on one 
floor, towards open workspaces on the other floor. 

“transparancy and interconnection of the floors are vital 
qualities of the building architecture. In the design for the 
office these qualities are optimally taken advantage of”
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a backbone to the integral design of building and office

MVSA Architecten have made a design to refurbish the Atrium (built in 1970) and 
to expand it with two new towers “embracing the existing complex”. The Atrium, 
retaining its original layout, is now even more lively and achieved a far higher 
building density. 
 
About the facade of the towers MVSA say: 
“The choice to use specially manufactured glass made it possible to incorporate 
rounded corners into the façade’s design. Playing with depth in the building’s 
façade also allowed us to control ingress of daylight into the building. Large 
windows will open up a panorama across the Zuidas district to office workers at 
their desks. An interesting element of the new Atrium will be its landscaped winter 
gardens, which will be visible from outside.” 

The design of the Atrium tower provided CMS with 6 interconnected generous 
floorspaces which were elegantly and transparantly structured by Fokkema & 
Partners to fit the law firm. The characteristic shape and materialisation of the 
building architecture is translated inward. Still, the interior never feels like an outer 
shell because the design also provides a profound sense of place and warmth. In 
outfitting the tower with its wrapping of the core - which has become the backbone 
to an integral design - the interior and exterior realm merge. Space around the core 
flows freely, as open and transparant as the exterior architecture suggests.

“following the building’s 
characteristics, the interior 
walls have rounded corners. 
This way the glazed walls 
of the workspaces make a 
fluid line through the open 
spaces” 

“archives and storage 
are designed as bespoke 
furniture, wrapping the 
building cores”
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